
STUDENTS WILL 
—demonstrate ability to work with type, color, image, contrast, and space
—develop knowledge of/empathy for specified demographics
—consider visual hierarchy and application within text and image
—demonstrate understanding of businesses and branding
—improve digital skills in Adobe Illustrator

PROJECT DETAILS/GETTING STARTED
In order to create a trademark (logo) you must fully understand (in this case, develop) the mission and scope of 
the company or business. This includes: What does the business do? Is it a large corporation or small business? 
Does this type of business already exist? If so, give examples and research their aesthetic (logo, colors, use of 
imagery, advertisement types...). What demographic does this business serve? How does that demographic 
influence the visuals you choose?

STEP 1
You will create a research document (1pg., tabloid) based on the questions in the ‘getting started’ section 
above. This should include the type of business, scale of business, examples of similar successful businesses, 
and 3 demographic profiles (name, age, gender, education status, marital status, socioeconomic status/class). 
You will also create a moodboard (1pg., tabloid) to include the mission statement of your business. Alternative 
aesthetic features should be included in the moodboard.  A few ideas are: color palette(s), textures, words, 
images, typefaces...this will set the tone for your trademark and should be based on your research findings.

STEP 2
Complete the 2 page wordlist + visual vocabulary worksheet uploaded on blackboard/kisscutstudio.com.

STEP 3
Examine visual vocabulary sketches and identify visual sympathies/similarities. Create 10 sketches showing 
these combinations. If applicable, incorporate typographic features. 
Lecture + Resource: Fantastic Logos

STEP 4
Select a name and set in 10 typefaces. Make intentional choices - be prepared to defend your decisions. Select 
1 symbol based on feedback from classmates. Sketch 3 well-rendered revisions of selected symbol in sharpie.
Demonstration: Spray Adhesives

STEP 5
Digitize final symbol selection using Adobe Illustrator. Scale to 1” and 4” and print.
Refine symbol based on feedback from class.

STEP 6
Create revisions including: 
symbol by itself, symbol in square/circle
wordmark by itself, wordmark in square/circle
trademark in a horizontal and also a vertical lockup
trademark (symbol + wordmark) by itself, trademark in square/rectangle/circle

Select final trademark based on feedback. Prepare files for final turn in. 

FINAL
1” and 4” trademark in black and white, mounted on black illustration board
1” and 4” trademark in color, mounted on black illustration board
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trademark design
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You will create a name and word 
+ image mark for a fabricated 

business which will be randomly  
assigned to you. You are 

responsible for research, design 
and production.

SCHEDULE
w 2/27 introduce project, complete step 1 in class

mw 3/4,6 spring break, no class

m 3/11 step 2 due

w 3/13 step 3 due

m 3/18 step 4 due (print typefaces)

w 3/20 step 5 due, bring box to class

m 3/25 step 6, box assignment

w 3/27 final trademark due, box assignment


